MUSIC: VOICE (VOI)

VOI 400 - GRADUATE PERFORMANCE CLASS
Credits: 0
Attributes: Humanities
Course Notes: Dept. consent

VOI 401 - VOICE (MINOR)
Credits: 2
Attributes: Humanities
Course Notes: Dept. consent

VOI 402 - VOICE (MINOR)
Credits: 2
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 401
Course Notes: or placement

VOI 403 - VOICE (MINOR)
Credits: 2
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 402
Course Notes: or placement

VOI 404 - VOICE (MINOR)
Credits: 2
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 403
Course Notes: or placement

VOI 411 - VOICE (MAJOR)
Credits: 3,4
Attributes: Humanities
Course Notes: consent

VOI 412 - VOICE (MAJOR)
Credits: 3,4
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 411
Course Notes: or placement

VOI 413 - VOICE (MAJOR)
Credits: 3,4
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 412
Course Notes: or placement

VOI 414 - VOICE (MAJOR)
Credits: 3,4
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 413
Course Notes: or placement

VOI 420 - SOLO RECITAL
Credits: 1-2
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 412 (may be taken concurrently)
Course Notes: may be concurrent

VOI 450 - JURY EXAM- GRADUATE
Credits: 1
Attributes: Humanities
Course Notes: Concurrent enrollment in VOI 411,412, or 413.

VOI 451 - VOICE (DIPLOMA LEVEL)
Credits: 4
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 450

VOI 452 - VOICE (DIPLOMA LEVEL)
Credits: 4
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 451

VOI 453 - VOICE (DIPLOMA LEVEL)
Credits: 4
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 452

VOI 454 - VOICE (DIPLOMA LEVEL)
Credits: 4
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 453

VOI 474 - JAZZ VOICE MAJOR
Credits: 2-6
Attributes: Humanities
Prerequisites: VOI 473